
Rock the System: The Workbook  

Systems 101 

Questions you can ask yourself while figuring out what systems to start creating: 

What am I already doing that I haven’t codified?

What do you do on a regular basis that you rely on memory to do over and over again? 
Do you ever get tripped up or forget a step?

What recurring problems am I having?

For example, do you always forget to invoice clients, and then realize three months later 
that they never paid you the full balance? 

What seems clunky or frustrating?

For example, do you find yourself answering the same questions from clients over and 
over again? Create some templated answers that are easy to quickly customize and send, 
instead of typing similar answers over and over again.
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Systems for New Businesses 

Marketing & Promotion: Tracking ROI

This is a pretty simple template that can’t take into account all of the factors involved, 
but it should definitely be enough to get you started tracking trends. You can either print 
out multiple copies of this page to keep track, or choose to keep track of this information 
in a notebook or a document online - Evernote would be a great option for this - you 
could create a notebook for marketing ROI, and track each month’s activities in a 
separate note. 

Marketing activity (i.e. teleclass, guest post, etc.): 
Date: 

How many new clients did I get directly afterwards or as a direct result? 

How many email list signups did I get directly afterwards?

Any noticeable uptick in revenue in the month following?

Any awesome contacts or further opportunities come about as a result? 

Marketing activity: 
Date: 

How many new clients did I get directly afterwards or as a direct result? 

How many email list signups did I get directly afterwards?

Any noticeable uptick in revenue in the month following?

Any awesome contacts or further opportunities come about as a result?

Marketing activity: 
Date: 

How many new clients did I get directly afterwards or as a direct result? 

How many email list signups did I get directly afterwards?

Any noticeable uptick in revenue in the month following?

Any awesome contacts or further opportunities come about as a result?
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Checklist & homework: Systems for New Businesses

✓I have a list of promotional efforts to try, and a way to track the results from 
them
✓I have a calendar for my promotional efforts and my normal content creation
✓I have task lists for my content creation process
✓I have task lists and email template(s) for my promotional activities
✓I’ve got an easy tool (like Evernote or Springpad) set up to snag inspiration for 
content 
✓I’ve streamlined my intake process as much as possible
✓I’ve streamlined my freebie sessions as much as possible 
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Systems for Growing Businesses

Systematizing & streamlining your services

This is huuuge for growing businesses - a lot of people just go off of gut instincts, which 
are well meaning but can totally screw you in the long-run. So here’s what I want you to 
do: 

Track your time

Ideally, you’ll be tracking your time for each step of the service so that you can have a 
mostly-accurate view on how long each service package takes you. However, depending 
on how long your service packages run (i.e. 4-6 weeks vs. 2 weeks) you might not want 
to take that time & I get that. I’d still recommend it at some point though, just to fine 
tune your estimates. 

Create a task list for your services

Whether you actually track your time or just estimate, you need to create a detailed task 
list for each service package you offer. I’d recommend writing down as much as you can 
think of at once, and then letting it sit for a few days and adding anything you forgot to it 
in the meantime - and trust me, you probably will forget things! Here’s some common 
time leaks: 

• Email back & forth (a few minutes here & there can really add up) 
• Rounds of revisions or “small tweaks”
• Going over on scheduled phone time (i.e. the calls are supposed to be an hour 

long but often run 5-10 minutes over with some clients) 
• Having to ask additional questions you forgot in the first round of questions, or 

get extra clarification on things 

Once you have a detailed task list with time estimates for each task, write down that 
total time estimate below. (I’ve left space for 3 different service packages, so that you 
can do this more than once.) 

Service package & price: 
Total time estimate: 

Service package & price: 
Total time estimate:

Service package & price: 
Total time estimate:
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Now that you’ve done that, you need to take that total time estimate and add about an 
hour onto it for things like really tiny tasks that you’ll always forget to add into the 
estimate and “switching cost” (it takes you anywhere from 5-30 minutes to get into the 
flow of doing something else after you switch tasks). If your service package runs longer 
(again, 4-6 weeks or more), you’ll want to add more like 90 minutes or 2 hours. 

Service package & price: 
Previous estimate with 1+ hour added for switching cost: 

Service package & price: 
Previous estimate with 1+ hour added for switching cost:

Service package & price: 
Previous estimate with 1+ hour added for switching cost:

After that, what you’re going to do is take that total estimate with time added, and 
multiply it by 1.5. This is because some clients are going to take longer than others, and 
we want to make sure that your ass is covered (math wise) for any variety of client you 
could take on. 

Once you’ve got that range (your original estimate with an hour or more added, and 
then that estimate multiplied by one and a half), you can break down what your hourly 
rate is for each service package, at each end of that range. You want to make sure that 
even at the most hours spent on that package, you’re still making your desired hourly 
rate. 

Service package & price:
Time range: 
Hourly rate range: 

Service package & price:
Time range: 
Hourly rate range:

Service package & price:
Time range: 
Hourly rate range:

Of course, you’ll also want to make sure you have an hourly rate in mind that covers all 
of your expenses and then some, instead of just something you chose out of thin air - the 
hourly rate calculator on the resources page will help with that.
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How many clients? 

Another thing that growing service businesses run into is not ever figuring out exactly 
how many clients they can actually handle at any given time, resulting in them just 
booking clients continually and then winding up with way too much work to do and no 
time to do it in. (That, my friends, is what I like to refer to as a clusterfuck and it is a 
swift path to epic burnout.) 

Now that you’ve got time estimates with extra padding built in, though, you can make 
sure you avoid that. First off, start with how many hours a week you want to work. You’ll 
want to subtract about 10 of those hours for things like team management, business 
development, handling email, marketing, and administrative work - possibly more, 
depending on your business. (Again, this is where time-tracking comes in handy.) The 
hours that are left are the hours you can actually work on billable things in each week. 

How many hours I want to work each week: 
Actual client hours I have in a week: 

From that number, you know how many client hours you have in any given month (the 
client hours you have in a week multiplied by four), and you already know how many 
hours each of your service packages takes you, so you can easily figure out exactly how 
many clients you can book in a given period. You might want to work off of a different 
schedule (like 6 weeks or 90 days or what-have-you) based on how long your average 
service package is, but this should give you an accurate idea of how many clients you can 
actually book in a given week/month/period of time. 

You’ll notice with all of these that I add little bits of extra time, both when creating the 
time estimates and other places (multiplying your client hours by 4 instead of 4.5, for 
example, to get monthly hours); this is because padding up will not harm you in the long 
term unless you seriously overshoot it (which is very difficult to do). But if you don’t 
leave yourself enough time to do things in, you wind up underpaid and overstressed - 
not a good combination. 

Checklist: Systems for growing businesses 

✓I have a task list for each of my service packages, with time estimates (that’s put  
into my project management system as a template for easy loading, if applicable) 
✓I know what my actual hourly rate is for how long each of my service packages 
take
✓I have an hourly rate based on my actual expenses/goals
✓I know how many hours each of my clients will take and how many of each 
service I can actually book a month, without being overloaded 
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